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OUR MISSION3
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HR IS ABOUT4

YOU

QUESTION IS…5

Do You      

Believe 
in HR?

THE CHALLENGE IS

HR IS VIEWED AS…

A corporate wasteland

An expense

Boring

Administrative

Somebody who says “no”
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THE RESULT…7

SEIZE THE OPPORTUNITY!8

WHY?9
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QUESTION:10

What if you 
knew you 
couldn’t fail?

WHAT’S STOPPING YOU?11

STRATEGIC = PROFITABLE12
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GET CREATIVE!13

EMPLOYEE SUGGESTIONS?14

NETWORK15
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JOIN A MASTERMIND GROUP16

CREATE A PLAN17

BE PERSISTENT!18
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GET FIRED UP!19

ARE YOU READY TO GET PAID?20

GO WHERE THE MONEY IS21
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$HOW YOUR VALUE22

GET PAID23

REPEAT AFTER ME…

 I believe in HR!

 I believe in myself!

 I know I can make a 
difference!

 I am ready to get paid

….I AM HR!!

24
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WHAT I BELIEVE

ABOUT HR CARD
25

CONTACT INFO26

Booth #602

don@hrthatworks.com

(800) 234‐3304 x1

www.hrthatworks.com 



Sign In

Cost Calculator
There is no substitute for  sound HR management practices. It makes no difference if you are a professional firm, retail outfit or contractor. It makes no difference 
if you have 5 employees or 50,000. It makes no difference if you have seasoned HR executives or not. Many companies fail to see the true cost of poor HR 
practices and don't embrace the right ones until they get whacked in the head enough times that it begins to hurt!

Great companies don't wait for the pain, they model best practices. This is not rocket science, it's just plain common sense. By going through this calculator and 
using your own figures you will see the bottom line distinctions HR That Works can help to create at your company. 

To watch a video of HR That Works president, Don Phin, explaining how to use the calculator, click here.

Consider the cost of a poor hire(s). What effect do they have on a team going 65 mph when they enter it at 40 mph? How do backups, road rage and accidents 
sound? How much did your last bad hire(s) cost you? $25,000, $50,000, $100,000, more? 

Additional considerations: 

Cost of hiring someone without the necessary skills. (i.e. a failure from day one) 
Cost of hiring someone with significant character defects. (In a recent case a woman fired for her abusive personality received a 190K verdict for 
violation of the ADA!) 
Cost of hiring someone with a drug problem. (2/3rds of all drug users have a job!) 
Cost of hiring a workers compensation claim. (Are you doing pre-hire physicals?) 
Cost of hiring a criminal. (How many felons does it take to make for a bad day?) 
Cost of the wasted time and energy going through the hiring and enrollment process. (It should take many hours and weeks to hire and train a new 
employee properly. 100% of that effort is wasted when that new hire leaves or is fired in the first 90 days.) 
Cost of the unemployment claim or frivolous lawsuit when you fire them. (Remember, most employee lawsuits are poor hiring decisions that never got 
better!) 

Consider the cost of turnover. According to the HR That Works Turnover Cost Calculator, a 50K white-collar employee costs at least 54K to replace. This is an 
average figure only. One executive recently stated his loss of a top sales manager cost him 300K easily! 

Additional considerations: 

What if they take other good employees/managers with them? 
What if they take valued customers or clients with them? 
What if they were top revenue generators? 
What if they spread ill will in the business community? 
What if they take proprietary information such as trade secrets with them? 
What if they decide to start their own business and compete directly against you? 

Consider the impact on your organization if employees were more productive - even if only by 1%. For example, if your payroll is $2 million and you make it 
only 1% more productive, the bottom line impact is at least $20,000. Probably more than that since they are there to add value. For example, if a 
100,000/year professional bills $250,000 per year, making him or her 1% more efficient adds $2,500 directly to the bottom line! If your average revenue per 
employee is 100K and you have 10 of them we are talking about $10,000. (Maybe even more given the synergies involved). And - we are only talking about a 
hyper-conservative 1% factor. What if it was 5% or 10%? 

Additional considerations: 

Chances are managers are not 100% clear about what is most important to company leadership. (P.S. You'll never know if this is the case unless you 
ask them). 
As Dr. Deming stated, chances are managers are recycling this ignorance to supervisors who are in turn recycling their version of it to the rank and file. 
Chances are nobody enjoys doing or receiving performance evaluations. 
Chances are your performance evaluations don’t improve performance. 
Chances are your performance meetings could be more fun and effective. 
Chances are if you have an employee suggestion system it has more dust on it than suggestions in it. (P.S. there is a secret to making employees 
contribute.) 
Chances are you haven't developed Standard Operating Procedures (SOP's) for the what and how of everything you and your company does every day. 
Chances are you haven’t captured your “best practices” in a systematic manner. Which means some folks are doing the exact same activity better than 
others because they know the “best way” to do things, while their co-workers do not. 

Cost of your poor hire(s) over the past 12 months: $ 50,000

Cost of losing good employee(s) over the past 12 months: $ 15,000

Potential benefit to your business if you increase performance annually by 1% - 5%.
Total Payroll: $ 1,000,000

X

1

% =  $

Hiring 

Retention of Good Employees 

Performance Management 
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Consider the fact that most disciplinary systems were designed more than 50 years ago, when management controlled employee performance and as a result 
owned employee problems. The goal today is to place employees in a position where they are most likely to succeed and then to let them "own" and take 
responsibility for their problems. Let me show you how this works by asking you this: is there anyone at your company that if they quit today you would be 
relieved as opposed to upset? Then why are they there? What damage will their continued presence create? What are people not telling you about them? 

Additional considerations: 

Most managers don’t understand the distinction between being responsible for an employee vs. being responsible to an employee. Unless we want to 
play parent games we must be responsible to the employee, not for the employee. 
Most managers discipline employees in a manner that sets off "fight or flight" responses, not the taking of responsibility. 
Most managers do a poor job of rewarding good performance and spend 80% of their time managing 20% of employees causing most of the problems. 
The failure to properly document poor performance is one of the main reasons why we hesitate to fire poor performers. 
Do you have someone you can call on a regular basis to help you navigate through rough waters? 
P.S. There is a way to get employees to take responsibility! 

People can be very productive doing the wrong thing! Consider how many of your $100/hour executives are doing $25/hour work. Consider that most of us feel 
overwhelmed by the never-ending stream of information and accompanying choices we have. Consider that our ultimate goal is to “control less and accomplish 
more.” Are you working in your "highest and best use"? Are others? 

Additional considerations: 

What if all your supervisors and managers knew effective time management techniques? 
What if they were able to spend 80% or more of their time working in their “highest and best use?” (i.e. if they make $100/hr, they are doing $100/hr. 
work at least 80% of the time. Not $20 /hr work. 
What if they learned methods for delegating all other duties to subordinates in a way that significantly reduces their propensity to make mistakes? (We 
will teach you that method.) 
What if they knew a way to stay focused like a laser beam and didn’t find their time gobbled up by everyone else’s “gotta-minutes?” (Again, there is a 
technique.) 
What if they had an effective method for analyzing the use of their time? (HR That Works users are provided 3 Excel forms to do this.) 

People can be very productive and efficient, yet work in silos and not play team. Consider that your experience on teams differs from most everyone else, giving 
you a unique perspective on what it means to be a team member. Also consider the truism that everyone thinks they are more committed in a relationship than 
the other person. No wonder it is so difficult to play TEAM! 

Additional considerations: 

Who wants to be on a team that generates more losers than winners? 
How are employees being incentivized for playing team? 
Have you figured out yet how to teach teams to support each other? (There is in fact a very easy method to do this.) 
Does everyone on the team know the rules or is everybody assuming they do? (We have a powerful form that can get everybody on the same page.) 
How are you keeping employees focused on the value of playing team? 

Consider the fact that most traditional safety programs do very little to help accidents, prevent frivolous claims and reduce any malingering on legitimate ones. 

Additional considerations: 

Make no mistake, insurance companies don’t pay claims, you do (Ask us to explain that to you.) 

10,00010,000

Potential cost to your business of keeping poor employees. Assume at least 5% impact on fellow team 
members:
Impacted Payroll (i.e. team members) $

240,000

X

5

% =  $

12,00012,000

Potential benefit to your business of increasing time management and delegation by 1%-5%: 
Total Payroll $ 1,000,000

X

1

% =  $

10,00010,000

Potential benefit of increasing teamwork by 1%-5%.
Total Payroll $ 1,000,000

X

1

% =  $

10,00010,000

Discipline and Termination 

Time Management and Delegation 

Playing Team 

Workers Compensation Costs 
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Many companies pay a hefty insurance premium because their broker does not specialize in worker's compensation. As a result, companies get poor 
advice on how to properly classify employees, manage claims and lower their experience modifier. (Only work with a WorkComp specialist) 
Many times your employees are in the wrong rating classification. (And nobody knows about it.) 
Many claims are generated by a corporate culture. (And we can show you how to fix that, too.) 

Consider that to some degree all employer sponsored benefit and reward programs are under-utilized and unappreciated. How much do employees appreciate 
yours? 

Additional considerations: 

Does your health care program encourage employees to be healthy? 
Are your employees taking full advantage of any 401(K) type programs? 
Are your bonus, incentive and reward programs aligned with your strategic plan and producing results in that direction? 
Do you have a formula for analyzing their effectiveness? (There is a great process for this). 
Do your rewards create more winners than losers? 

Consider the fact that the employee wins their lawsuit more than two thirds of the time and that the average employment practices verdict exceeds $250,000, 
with the cost of defense easily exceeding $100,000. And it’s only getting worse, not better. 

Additional considerations: 

Some 15% of employee verdicts include a punitive damage award exceeding $1,000,000. 
The average settlement of an EPL claim is $75,000 
It easily costs $35,000 to settle even the most frivolous lawsuit. The cost of fighting a frivolous suit to prove you are "right" is even greater. 
Most employees won’t disclose compliance concerns to management. Whether something wrong is happening to them or someone else. (Fortunately, 
there is a way to make them do so). 
Managers fear firing poor performers due to litigation exposures. What is the cost of keeping on dead weight because someone at your company fears a 
lawsuit? 
Remember, this is severity exposure, not a frequency one. 

Potential benefit of reducing your worker�s compensation costs by 1-5% or more:
Total premium costs $ 50,000

X

5

% =  $

2,5002,500

What would be the financial impact of increasing the impact of your benefit and reward programs by 1-5% or 
more?:
Total Benefits Cost $

350,000

X
1

% =  $

3,5003,500

Potential cost to your business of remaining vulnerable to today�s litigiousness (or how much did your last claim 
cost you?): $ 5,000

Additional Considerations

Including absenteeism, health care abuse, customer satisfaction, dollars wasted on fruitless efforts and more $ 0

Adding It All Up

Cost of poor hires 50,000

Cost of losing good employees 15,000

Cost of poor performance management. 10,000

Cost of poor discipline and termination decisions 12,000

Cost of poor time management 10,000

Cost of not playing team 10,000

Cost of wasted benefits and rewards 3,500

Cost of excessive work comp costs 2,500

Cost of personnel law compliance exposures 5,000

Additional considerations 0

Total potential exposure for one year 118,000

Total potential exposure over next three years 354,000
Cost of replacement revenue (given fixed overhead costs, figure a 3 multiple at the minimum. So for example it 
will take 300K net revenue to replace 100K in direct costs) 1,062,000

Calculate

How much you would be willing to spend to avoid the above impact to the bottom line? Perhaps now you understand the incredible financial distinctions a properly 
run HR department can create at your company and how HR That Works can help get you there!

Copyrights © 2011. All rights reserved.

Benefits and Rewards 

Personnel Law Compliance 
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ASSESSING YOUR HRQ 
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Are you holding yourself back? Use this checklist to see how you compare with the HR Quotient 
of strategic HR executives:  
 
1. I probably spend more time reading about HR activities performed at other companies than 

conducting experiments at my own. 
True___ False ___ 

 
2. I am probably not really trying to promote myself or my potential for strategic initiative, as 

much as I could, because I am not sure it is worth the hassle. 
True___ False ___ 

 
3. I probably do not try as much as I could or should to initiate contact with other executives in 

my company to better understand their needs.   
True___ False ___ 

 
4. I would avoid giving a presentation to the executive team if I could. 

True___ False ___ 
 
5. I know how to read a financial statement inside out. 

True___ False ___ 
 
6. I have at my fingertips the following: the cost of new hires, cost of poor hires, turnover rate, 

cost of turnover, the increase in our productivity over the last year, our Work Comp MOD, 
employee job satisfaction and other critical HR benchmarks.   

True___ False___ 
 

7. I provide my CEO and executive team with a monthly or quarterly scorecard addressing the 
above factors. 

True___ False ___ 
 
8. I seem to need some time to “psych myself up” before I approach my CEO. 

True___ False ___ 
 
9. I am concerned about testing new programs or procedures for fear they may backfire on me. 

True___ False ___ 
 
10. I have a fear of outsourcing administrative functions because I may not have work to do 

afterwards. 
True___ False ___ 

 
11. I spend time learning from the hands on experience of strategic HR executives in my 

community.  
True___ False ___ 

 
12. I help my CEO communicate the company vision, mission and goals through the ranks. 

True___ False ___ 
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13. I have designed a process for assessing the employee experience. 
True ___ False ___ 

 
14. I know the three most significant issues affecting our workforce and have a plan to address 

them. 
True ___ False ___ 

 
15. I have our hiring process reduced to writing. 

                                                                                                         True ___ False ___ 
 

16. I have our orientation process reduced to writing. 
True ___ False ___ 

 
17. I have our disciplinary process reduced to writing. 

True ___ False ___ 
 

18. I have our termination process reduced to writing. 
True ___ False ___ 

 
19. I have started a project to help “brand” our company from the employee perspective. 

 
True ___ False ___ 

 
20. I work with my marketing department to help with the branding process. 

 
True ___ False ___ 

21. I refuse to work in an environment where I can’t fully exploit my talent. 
 

True ___ False ___ 
 

22. I read at least two books per month: One on HR and one on a completely unrelated field. 
 

True ___ False ___ 
 

Conclusion 
 
If you can’t answer at least half of numbers 1-10 with “false” and numbers 11-22 with “true”, it 
is time to seriously reconsider your value to the organization.  The great HR executive will of 
course be able to answer all 1-10 with “false” and 11-22 with “true”.  What’s your HRQ? 
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Being Great HR is a CHOICE. Your choice. The starting point is 
to be crystal clear as to WHY you want to be great at HR! 

 

Why, why, why? 

 Make a difference 

 Make more money 

 Grow as a person 

 Anything else? 

 

What Kind of HR Exec Do You Want to Be? 

 Passionate? 

 Expert? 

 Well paid? 

 Business partner? 

 On the “cutting edge”? 

 

So What’s Stopping You? 

 Boss 

 Economy 

 Knowledge 

 Money 

 Time 

 Sabotage 

 Or…NOTHING! 

 

It’s an Inside Out Job 

 Your internal story is… 

 You do what you believe? 

 Feeling “as if” 

 Have a plan 

 Manage your time 

 Stay Focused 

 Don’t over‐commit!  

 

 



STRATEGIC HR WEEKLY QUESTIONNAIRE 
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See how you answer the following questions. What do you know this week, that you 
didn’t know last week, about… 
 

• Your business?  
  
   
• Your CEO?  
  
   
• Members of your executive team?  
  
   
• Your employees as a group?  
  
   
• Your top 5, 10, or 20 employees as a group?  
  
  
• A star employee, individually?  
  
   
• One of the top HR executives in your field?  
  
   
• A “success” topic—personal finance, self-motivation, time management?  
  
   
• Societal, cultural, or economic trends that may affect your business?   
  
  
• A person, event, or topic in the current news of great interest or importance to your  
 employees?  
  
  
• A “method”—a means, process, technique of doing something useful to you, such as 
 managing employee data better or making a training presentation more effectively? 
  
  
• A legal case or regulation that impacts on a company risk exposure—i.e. sexual harassment 
 or wrongful termination?  
  
 



What Strategic HR Executives Do 

□ Help create companies that are “the Employer of Choice” in their market. 

□ Organizational development to improve overall productivity. 

□ Improve and benchmark the quality of employee relations. 

□ Get involved with strategic planning. 

□ Manage leadership and management training. 

□ Create staffing plans and succession plans.  

□ Create scorecards encompassing performance, satisfaction, hiring and turnover analysis. 

□ Launch retention and employee engagement plans to improve morale and increase 
productivity. 

□ Spearhead business process re-engineering or reorganization initiatives for corporate 
business processes. 

□ Perform market analysis of total compensation practices and trends. 

□ Design and deliver user-friendly performance management systems. 

□ Construct and implement employee survey programs and focus groups.  

□ Design employee referral programs that work. 

□ Streamline HR policies, procedures and employee handbooks. 

□ Manage compliance, legal and regulatory issues. 

□ Prepare the company for compliance audits and assist in defending any employee claims. 

□ Assist with conflict resolution, mediation and litigation. 

□ Design and launch HR internet and intranet websites. 

□ Create live web and CD based new hire orientation programs. 

□ Continuous talent assessment, management and training. 

□ Assist with employee layoffs. 

□ Actively assist in the merger and acquisition process, including organizational and human 
capital analysis of acquisition prospects.   

□ Executive coaching. 

□ Oversee outsourced administrative functions such as benefits and payroll. 

□ Create career ladders. 

□ Help design workflow diagrams and standard operating procedures. 

□ Help with purchase of health insurance, workers’ compensation, and employment practices 
liability insurance.  

□ Constantly grow and improve in their career. 
 
To learn more, look at the Strategic HR Tools section in HR That Works! 
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All of us are creative. Ever dodge an auto accident? That was a creative moment! If we 
want our careers and businesses to succeed we have to be creative there too. Consider 
the below as a way to spur your creativity: 

Creativity Checklist

“The hallmark of creative people is their mental flexibility... 

Sometimes they are open and probing, at others they’re 

playful and off-the-wall. At still other times, they’re critical 

and faultfinding. And finally they’re doggedly persistent in 

striving to reach their goals. From this I’ve concluded that 

the creative process consists of our adopting four main 

roles, each which embodies a different type of thinking... 

These roles are: Explorer, Artist, Judge and Warrior.”  

      - Roger Von Oech

r	Information is everywhere. Where can 
we find new information or analyze old 
information differently? You can get a 
statistic for everything. As taught in the book 
Freakonomics, you have to be looking in the 
right places. For example, law enforcement 
will applaud the fact that there has been a 
reduction in the homicide rate in most major 
cities. What they fail to mention is that 

much of this reduction is due to improved 
medical care of the injured. Because there are 
more emergency vehicles and people using 
better equipment, more people are surviving 
serious gun wounds, etc. The more telling 
statistic would be the attempted homicide 
rate. Something that may be more difficult 
to capture, but more relevant to crime 
prevention. 
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r	How do you 
judge the value of the idea? 
Ultimately, the value of any idea in the 
business world has one purpose to it—to 
make money or deliver more value. The 
Employee Suggestion Form provides a 
number of variables to consider including 
labor, equipment, and cost of other resources, 
as well as the potential bottom line benefit to 
the company. 

r	How can you give your idea a sense of 
urgency? How can you make this idea come 
to fruition in half the time? What partner can 
you use to accelerate the idea? All of us are 
familiar with products and ideas that have 
exploded on the scene because of a “viral” 
internet campaign. Perhaps you can work 
with a partner who already has access to 
customers, clients, or markets. 

r	How can you shake up a routine? Perhaps 
instead of reading your email throughout the 
day, you only do so at 10 and 3. How can you 
change your work environment? Perhaps you 
rearrange the furniture or equipment in your 
office. Perhaps you get some work done at 
the library where there are no distractions. 
One printing company that used HR That 
Works had all the employees work with a 
paint contractor to spruce up the entire office. 
You’d be amazed by the impact it had on the 
workforce, clients, and profitability as well. 

r	How could you do it faster, better, cheaper or 
completely different?

r	How do other industries do it? How do they 
do it in other countries?

r	How will it be done in 15 years from now? 
(Take a look at Futurist Magazine)   

r	As they say in Six Sigma, what’s the “fifth 
why?” Ask why? why? why? why?...and why? 

r	Get outside your 
head. What would your kid, 
favorite comedian, business guru, or wacky 
uncle say about it? 

r	What’s the big picture? What is the possible 
lateral or precessional effect? (i.e., the 
railroads created a demand for shovels and 
jeans.)

r	What “off the wall” idea might actually 
work? How can you test it without causing 
any harm? (Like sending out a crazy ad to a 
small mailing list.)

r	Where can you go to a creative place to 
spark ideas? (Hold your next meeting in a 
kindergarten class or museum, there are 
many other creative environments available.) 

r	What diverse teams can you create to spark 
ideas? (Marketing and HR to build the 
employee brand.)

r	How can we experience it at a deeper, more 
intense level? (i.e., adding aromatherapy, 
video or music to an entry or waiting area.)

r	How can we make it lighter and more fun? 
(i.e., turning the act of making cold calls into 
a game.) 

r	How can it look, feel, smell, sound, or taste 
different? (Starbucks tapped into everyone of 
these!!)

r	How would nature do it? How does physics, 
chemistry, or biology apply? (Think of all the 
medical breakthroughs generated this way.) 

r	Ask yourself “what if” or “why not?” (i.e., 
what if cars all got 100 miles per gallon?) 
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r	What if there were no rules? Or completely 
new ones? (i.e., what if there was a way we 
could both win?) 

r	What cool name could you give your idea? 
(i.e., Super Gigantic Sales Game.)

r	Pick a few magazines like Popular 
Mechanics, Fast Company, Scientific 
American, The Futurist, etc. Do the articles 
spark any ideas?

r	Not all ideas are good ones. What could go 
wrong here? What’s the worst case scenario? 

r	What does your intuition tell you? Have you 
allowed silence to work its magic? 

r	Does the idea have stand-alone value to it? 
Should you make a separate business out of 
it? 

r	What theory or hypothesis is behind your 
idea? What if it’s proved wrong? What if you 
used a different one? 

r	There are no bad ideas. The only loss is the 
failure to implement the good ones. 

r	What creative ideas appear in your dreams? 
How can you “plant the seed” to dream 
about a problem from work? 

r	The worse thing that can happen is if your 
idea is laughed at. Be prepared for this and 
learn from it. Remember, it is the last laugh 
that counts! 

r	Try wearing crazy hats, clown noses, 
Groucho glasses, and other fun props during 
a brainstorming meeting. Check out the 
Oriental Trading Company. 

r	How will you market your idea? To whom? 
What internal press release could be issued 
about your idea? What headline would you 
use? (Joan comes up with a crazy customer 
idea that could double sales!)

r	Small ideas are just as good as big ones. 
Often they are quickly implemented, have a 
bottom line impact, and come with less risk. 

r	Are you truly receptive to others’ creativity? 
What good idea have you listened to lately?

r	Don’t be afraid of making mistakes. What 
would you try if you knew it couldn’t fail? 

r	Lastly, consider monthly suggestion/
creativity meetings where each employee is 
required to bring a suggestion. Reward every 
suggestion with a few bucks, lottery ticket or 
raffle ticket to make if fun.

These are some ideas that can help you along. 
Excellent books on creativity include Orbiting 
the Giant Hairball by Gordon MacKenzie and 
A Whack Upside the Head or Kick in the Seat 
of the Pants by Roger Von Oech and I-Power by 
Boardroom Classics. 



10 STEPS TO GETTING A RAISE 
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1. Gather data. Salary surveys, recruiters, association 

members, competitors, etc. See www.salary.com and 

www.bls.gov/ooh/   

2. Know what the company can afford. Have you read 

their financial statement if available? Have they 

moved beyond survival mode? Are they making new 

investments?  

3. Consider a solid base compensation plus performance 

bonuses based on meeting or exceeding benchmarks. 

4. Consider the timing of when to ask for the meeting. 

Make sure it’s in the right location and enough time 

is allotted. 

5. Don’t talk about what you need. Talk about what you 

contribute. Prepare a real presentation.  

6. Complete the Why I Deserve a Raise form. Use it to 

help get your position in writing. 

http://www.salary.com/
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/
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7. Be prepared for their objections. No time to deal with 

it, money, timing, “others”, performance, etc. 

8. Don’t play victim emotionally. It’s OK to speak for 

yourself. You deserve a raise if you are adding new 

value. Just don’t be too strong and cross over the line 

when making your case. 

9. Don’t fret and stress over the meeting. Have fun with 

it. Think of yourself as a “social scientist” trying to 

figure out what buttons to push to get the optimal 

response.   

10. Don’t expect an answer on the spot. If none is given 

immediately take it as a good sign. Ask for a date by 

which they will reply.  

 

If you take these 10 steps, then no matter the outcome, 

know you’ve taken all the right steps, and done your best! 
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Recommended Book List 

 
For many years I have averaged reading a book a week. I am able to do this because of studying 
accelerated learning methods. Since so many executives have asked me to recommend book—
here’s my list. I’m sure I’ve missed a dozen or so.  

 
The Formula for Success 

 
 50 Prosperity Classics – Tom Butler-Bowdon  
 As a Man Thinketh – James Allen 
 Awaken the Giant Within – Anthony Robbins 
 Millionaire Mind – Harv Eker  
 Richest Man in Babylon – George Clason 
 See You at the Top – Zig Ziglar 
 The Dynamic Laws of Prosperity – Catherine Ponder  
 The Greatest Salesman in the World – Og Mandino  
 The Law of Attraction – Esther Hicks 
 The Power of Positive Thinking – Norman Vincent Peale 
 The Secret – Rhonda Byrne   
 Seven Habits of Highly Effective People – Stephen Covey 
 The Strangest Secret – Earl Nightingdale 
 The Success System that Never Fails – W. Clement Stone 
 Think and Grow Rich – Napoleon Hill 
 Unlimited Power – Anthony Robbins 

 
Your Business and Career 

 
 A Whack Upside the Head – Roger Von Oech 
 Battle for the Mind – Al Reese and Jack Trout 
 Brand You – Tom Peters 
 Built to Last – Jim Collins  
 Fish! A Remarkable Way to Boost Morale and Improve Results – Stephen C. Lundin 
 Four Days with Dr. Deming – William Latzko and David Saunders 
 Freakonomics – Steven Levitt and Stephen Dubner 
 Good to Great – Jim Collins 
 Great Game of Business – Jack Stack 
 Guerrilla Marketing – Jay Levinson 
 How the Mighty Fall and Why Some Companies Never Give In – Jim Collins  
 How to Win Friends and Influence People – Dale Carnegie 
 Jesus CEO – Lori Beth Jones 
 Leadership and Self-Deception – The Arbinger Institute 
 Maslow on Management – Abraham Maslow 
 The Million Dollar Consultant – Alan Weiss 
 No B.S. Guide to Time Management – Dan Kennedy 
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 Nuts! Southwest Airlines’ Crazy Recipe for Business and Personal Success – Kevin & 
Jackie Frieberg  

 One-Minute Manager – Ken Blanchard 
 Orbiting the Giant Hairball – Gordon Mackenzie 
 Out of the Crisis – W. Edwards Deming  
 Power Negotiating for Salespeople – Roger Dawson 
 Secrets of Power Negotiating, 15th Anniversary Edition: Inside Secrets from a Master 

Negotiator – Roger Dawson  
 Stealth Marketing – Jay Abraham 
 The Case Against Competition – Alfred Cohen 
 The eMyth – Michael Gerber 
 The Effective Executive – Peter Drucker 
 The Experience Economy – B. Joseph Pine and James Gilmore 
 The Fifth Discipline and Fifth Discipline Fieldbook – Peter Senge 
 The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People – Stephen Covey 
 Unleashing the Killer App – Larry Downes and Chunka Mui 

 
Human Resources 

 
 1001 Ways to Reward Employees – Bob Nelson 
 HR from the Heart – Libby Sartain 
 The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership: Follow Them and People Will Follow You – 

John C. Maxwell  
 The Future of Human Resource Management: 64 Thought Leaders Explore the Critical 

HR Issues of Today and Tomorrow – Mike Losey , Dave Ulrich, Sue Meisinger  
 The ROI of Human Capital: Measuring the Economic Value of Employee Performance – 

Jac Fitz-enz  
 

Relationships 
 

 Frogs into Princes:  Neuro-Linguistic Programming – Richard Bandler and John Grinder 
 Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion – Robert Cialdini   
 Iron John – Robert Bly 
 Language of Letting Go – Melody Beattie  
 Men are from Mars, Women are from Venus – John Gray 
 NLP at Work – Sue Knight 
 Positive Discipline – Jane Nelsen  
 The Way of the Superior Man – David Deida 
 Victims, Villains and Heroes: Managing Emotions in the Workplace – Don Phin and Loy 

Young 
 

New Age, Spiritual, Personal Growth 
 

 A Course in Miracles – Foundation for Inner Peace 
 A Return to Love – Marianne Williamson 
 Atlas Shrugged – Ayn Rand (1300 customer reviews on Amazon!) 
 Creative Visualization – Shakti Gawain  
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 King, Warrior, Magician, Lover – Robert Moore and Douglas Gillette 
 Man’s Search for Meaning – Viktor Frankel 
 Sources of Strength: Meditations on Scripture for a Living Faith – Jimmy Carter 
 The Art of Happiness – Dalai Lama 
 The Four Agreements – Don Miguel Ruiz 
 The Heart of the Buddha’s Teaching – Thichnhathanh 
 The Power of Now – Eckhart Tolle 
 The Prophet – Kahlil Gibran 
 The Road Less Traveled – Scott Peck 
 The Seat of the Soul – Garry Zukav 
 The Teachings of Don Juan – Carlos Casteneda 
 Tuesdays with Morrie – Mitch Albom 
 When Bad Things Happen to Good People – Harold S. Kushner 
 Wherever You Go, There You Are: Mindfullness, Meditation and Everyday Life – Jon 

Kabat-Zinn 
 The Tracker – Tom Brown, Jr.  

 
Science  

 
 A Short History of Nearly Everything – Bill Bryson   
 Dancing Wu Li Masters – Gary Zukav 
 Earth in the Balance – Al Gore 
 Guns, Gems and Steel – Jared Diamond 
 The Critical Path – Buckminister Fuller 
 The New Way Things Work – David Macaulay 
 The Quantum Brain – Jeffrey Satinover 
 What the Bleep Do We Know? – Numerous Authors 

 
Money 

 
 Multiple Streams of Income – Robert Allen 
 Rich Dad, Poor Dad – Robert Kiyosaki 
 The Accounting Game – Judith Orloff 
 The Essays of Warren Buffett – Warren Buffett 
 The Intelligent Investor – Benjamin Graham 
 The Middle-Class Millionaire – Russ Alan Prince  
 The Millionaire Next Door – Thomas Stanley and William Danko 
 Your Money or Your Life – Vicki Robin, Joe Dominguez, and Monique Tilford 

 
Fitness and Health 

 
 Ageless Body, Timeless Mind – Deepak Chopra 
 Fitness as Religion – Ray Kybartas 
 Lifelong Fitness – Dr. Bob Delmonteque 
 The Abs Diet – David Zinczenko 
 You, The Owners Manual – Mike Roizen and Mehimet Oz 

 



PROTECT YOUR COMPANY FROM 
DISLOYAL EMPLOYEES, GREEDY LAWYERS 
      AND POWER HUNGRY BUREAUCRATS
    ...AS WELL AS YOUR OWN COSTLY MISTAKES!

HR TOOLS TO PROTECT AND GROW YOUR COMPANY

Face it - hiring, managing, training and keeping good employees is a challenge faced by every 
business.  Those companies that do it better than their competition have much greater pro� tability 
and longevity. On top of competitive pressures are insane employee compliance obligations, 
which carry a heavy price tag.  Employees are � ling more lawsuits than ever, winning two thirds of 
them with an average verdict of $250,000. Even if you survive a lawsuit or EEOC audit, it will be an 
expensive and emotionally draining experience.

So, just how good are your HR practices?  What would be the bottom line impact if good HR 
practices helped make your workforce 5-10% more productive? What if good HR practices help you 
avoid even one destructive lawsuit? What if your HR practices were worth talking about?

WHY CHOOSE HR THAT WORKS

Because you want the success it creates for your company and career. HR That Works is the most 
powerful program of its kind. We help our Members identify their needs and integrate � nely honed 
HR policies, procedures and protocols to help grow their business.

HR That Works’ web-based program and materials are easy to use and available around the clock 
through the web. Each Member gets their own customizable Share Point platform. This seamlessly 
integrated HR solution is continuously improved through feedback from both industry experts and 
Members, providing you with the most up-to-date HR information and empowering your company.

“Don, Thanks for the webinar ... another 
unbelievably great performance.

As I look at your website and all the resources 
you’ve put together, my observation is that there is 
just TOO MUCH GOOD STUFF and it is not apparent 
to the casual visitor what INCREDIBLE RESOURCES 
are available to them. And even people who use the 
site and appreciate certain aspects might bene� t 
immensely from resources just two clicks away that 
they never see and never even conceive may be 
available to them.

I say that as a business owner who is not always 
focused on HR, but is learning to pay more and 
more attention because (a) I have a GREAT human 
resource director, and (b) I have HRThatWorks.

I gave a 7 minute presentation to my Vistage group, 
and I know one owner signed up right away and 
was blown away by all the available resources.

I think it borders on criminal for a business owner to 
NOT take advantage of your program. Thanks again 
for all you do.

Sincerely, 
RICHARD YARDLEY | President
NEWMATIC ENGINEERING | Irvine, CA

For a 30-day free trial, go to 
www.HRthatWorks.com/Free 

today!
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Your HR Success Tool Box

HRThatWorks.com
800-234-3304

don@hrthatworks.com



HR That Works 
strategies, training 
and tools help you:

ASSESS YOUR HR RISKS, 
COSTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

• Audits
• Audit Builder
• Surveys
• HR Cost Calculator
• SWOT Analysis
• HR Department Improvement Plan
• HR Department Survey

HIRE GREAT EMPLOYEES
• Applications
• Forms
• Quiz Builder
• Interview Questions
• Training Module
• Webinars
• O¦ er Letter
• Contract Builder
• Pre-hire Physicals

RETAIN AND MOTIVATE
GREAT EMPLOYEES

• Turnover Calculator
• Training Module
• Retention Program Analysis
• Survey Tools

IMPROVE EMPLOYEE 
PERFORMANCE

• Training Module 
• Webinars
• Personnel Forms
• Suggestion Systems
• Team Building Exercises

DISCIPLINE, TERMINATION
AND LAYOFFS

• Training Module 
• Personnel Forms
• Checklists
• Webinars
• Lawyer Hotline

MANAGE EMPLOYEE LEAVE 
(THE “BERMUDA TRIANGLE”)

• Training modules for ADA, FMLA, 
Return to Work

• Personnel Forms
• Webinars
• Lawyer Hotline

TRAIN LEADERSHIP, 
MANAGEMENT AND HR

• Webinars (live and stored)
• Training Modules
• Special Reports
• Strategic HR Program
• Training System

PREVENT DESTRUCTIVE 
EMPLOYEE LAWSUITS

• Employee Handbook Builder
• Lawsuit Free! Program
• Investigation Tools
• Training Modules
• Risk Management Models
• Lawyer Hotline

AND SO MUCH MORE!
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Looking to protect your company and grow your bottom line?
Our all-inclusive membership is only $97/month!

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, 

committed citizens can change the world. 

Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”

-Margaret Mead

Becoming a strategic partner to a company is 

an exciting challenge and opportunity for every 

human resource executive. The suggestions set 

forth below come from CEO’s, employment law 

attorneys, consultants, and strategic human resource 

professionals. May they prove to be of great value in 

setting your career on fire! 

Note: All materials underlined are available to HR That 

Works users. 

66 POWERFUL STRATEGIES FOR 

BECOMING A POWERFUL HUMAN 

RESOURCES EXECUTIVE   By Don Phin, Esq.

HOME BASED WORKER CHECKLIST   

© 2011 www.hrthatworks.com   

 

The advent of computers, network software, electronic mail, modems and faxes have boosted the 
popularity of telecommuting or home based working and remote work-sites. In addition to the 
principles and strategies suggested elsewhere in this program, when employing home based or off-
site workers you should: 
 

 Test the workers’ technical skills, including ability to use a computer.  
 Train in the use of network software and electronic mail.  
 Give detailed assignments, hours of work and time for completion.  
 Have workers record their time. Perhaps even separately for each work assignment. 

 
 Be clear about overtime with non-exempt employees.   
 Be clear about any “waiting time” for work. If they are required to wait for work and stay “on 

call,” you have to pay “waiting time.”   
 Use performance agreements and benchmarking standards.  

 Make sure workers have a separate work area free from distractions.  
 Have them come into the office at least once every other week.  
 Have them sign all agreements and handbooks normally signed by regular employees. 

 
 Make sure they have automobile insurance and homeowners or rental property insurance. 

Make sure your insurance policies cover these workers.  
 Spot-check employee availability. 

 
 Be clear about compensation for travel time from home.   
 Make sure all home equipment and furniture is ergonomically designed and in compliance 

with OSHA standards. 
 

 Have the employee agree in writing to obtain a safe workplace and notify the company of any 
problems that are safety related. 
 

 Investigate all accidents immediately and completely.  
 Involve your union (if any) in any home-based worker programs.  
 If independent contractors, make sure they have a business license and sign an independent 

contractors agreement (See the Special Report: Hiring and Managing Independent 
Contractors with accompanying Independent Contractor Checklist). 

99
Powerful Strategies

Preventing
EMPLOYEE
CLAIMS

for

CLAIMSCLAIMSCLAIMSCLAIMSCLAIMSCLAIMS

Helps You:
Hire Great Employees

•
Keep Great Employees

•
Increase Productivity

•
Reduce Employee Claims

•
Build the Company Culture

•
Grow Your Bottom Line

•
Advance in Your Career!

Your Agency Info Here

© 2011 www.hrthatworks.com   

Involve your union (if any) in any home-based worker programs. 
If independent contractors, make sure they have a business license and sign an independent 
contractors agreement (See the Special Report: Hiring and Managing Independent 
Contractors with accompanying Independent Contractor Checklist). 

For a 30-day free trial, go to 
www.HRthatWorks.com/Free 

today!

HRThatWorks.com
800-234-3304

don@hrthatworks.com

Your HR Success Tool Box


